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INTRODUCTION 
Let k be an arbitrary algebraically closed field, and let ind-Aff, be the 
category of pro-representable functors from the category M, of k-algebras to 
the set category E. It may be shown [6, 71 that ind-Aff, has a closed model 
structure in the sense of Quillen [9, lo] in such a way that the homotopy 
category Ho(ind-Aff,) is equivalent to the homotopy category Ho(S) which 
is associated to the category S of simplicial sets. This equivalence is induced 
by functor S,: ind-Aff, + S and R, : S + ind-Aff, ; R, is left adjoint to S,. 
Explicitly, S, is defined, for X in ind-Aff,, by S,(X) = X(k,), where X(k,) is 
the simplicial set which is gotten from applying the functor X to a simplicial 
k-algebra k,, whose k-algebra of n-simplices k, is specified by 
k, = k[x,,..., xnl/(~$oxi- l) 3 
and which has faces di and degeneracies si given, respectively, by 
i 
xj if j<i 
di(xj) = 0 if j=i 
xj-I if j>i, 
and 
xi if j<i 
Si(Xj) = xi + Xi+ 1 if j=i 
xj+I if j > i. 
For X in ind-Aff,, define the ith homotopy group r+(X) of X by 
Z&Y) = Xi(X(k*)), where ni(X(k*)) is the ith homotopy group of the 
geometric realization of the simplicial set X(k,). The purpose of this note is 
to give an account of some results which arose during an attempt to 
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determine what is measured by the homotopy groups r+(G) of a connected 
algebraic group G over k. For the purposes of this paper, an algebraic group 
over k will always be a reduced affine group-scheme of finite type over k. 
It has been shown [7] that a connected algebraic group G over k of 
arbitrary characteristic is path-connected in the sense that x0(G) = * if and 
only if its group G(k) of k-rational points is generated by unipotent elements. 
In this paper, it is shown how to compute the higher homotopy groups of an 
arbitrary connected algebraic group G in terms of the higher homotopy 
groups of the universal covers of the simple normal algebraic subgroups of 
the associated semi-simple group G/R(G), where R(G) is the solvable radical 
of G. 
Say that a homomorphism rr: G -+ H of algebraic groups is surjective if the 
induced homomorphism of k-rational points z(k): G(k) + H(k) is surjective. 
The method of computing homotopy groups that is given here depends on 
identifying fibrations [7] of ind-Aff, among the surjective algebraic group 
homomorphisms. A surjective algebraic group homomorphism rr as above is 
a jibration of ind-Aff, if and only if the induced simplicial group 
homomorphism rc* : G(k,) + H(k,) is surjective on the level of n-simplicies 
for every n > 0. 
For a k-algebra A, let Spec,(A) denote the representable functor M&4, -). 
Afine n-space A: over k is Spec,(k[x,,..., x,,]). For a surjective algebraic 
group homomorphism 7~: G -+ H to be a fibration, it is necessary and 
sufficient that every map p: A; + H of ind-Aff, (equivalently, of k-schemes) 
may be lifted to G for every n > 1. 7~: G -+ H is an fpqc-torseur over H with 
coefficients in the group scheme kernel K of 71, in the sense of Demazure and 
Gabriel [2]. The main technical point that is used throughout this paper is 
that /? lifts to G if and only if the torseur over AZf with coefficients in K, 
which is induced by ,f?, is trivial. In this sense, the obstruction to lifting ,f3 to 
G lies in the pointed set fl’(Ai; K) of isomorphism classes of K-torseurs over 
A;. 
The main results of this paper are the following (k is of arbitrary charac- 
teristic unless otherwise specified): 
THEOREM 1. If the group-scheme kernel of a surjective algebraic group 
homomorphism 71 is multiplicative, then n is a jibration. 
THEOREM 2. Let G be a connected algebraic group with solvable radical 
R(G). Then the canonical homomorphism G + G/R(G) is a fibration. 
THEOREM 3. Let G be a semi-simple algebraic group with simple normal 
algebraic subgroups G, ,..., G,. Then the homomorphism m: G, x . . . x G, + G 
of algebraic groups over k which is deBned by the multiplication of G is a 
fibration. 
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THEOREM 4. Let G, be a Chevalley group over k with root system @, 
and let G, be the Chevalley group over k which is universal of type @. Then 
the covering homomorphism 2: G, + G, is a jibration. 
THEOREM 5. Suppose that Char(k) = 0. Then any surjective algebraic 
group homomorphism over k is a fibration. 
Some explicit calculations of homotopy groups which arise from these 
calculations are also given. 
This paper is divided into three sections. Some preliminaries from the 
theory of fpqc-torseurs are given in the first section. Theorems 1, 2, 3, 4, and 
5 appear as Corollary 2.4, Corollary 2.2, Theorem 2.5, Corollary 3.3, and 
Theorem 2.7, respectively, in the body of the paper. 
It should be noted, in closing, that the homotopy groups of Chevalley 
groups of universal type are closely related to various algebraic K-groups of 
the underlying field k. Recall that the special linear groups Sl,, , and the 
symplectic groups Sp,, over k are universal of type An and C,, respectively. 
Let Sl be the infinite special linear group, and let Sp be the infinite 
symplectic group, both thought of as inductive afftne algebraic groups over 
k. Then there are isomorphisms 
xi(Sl(k*)) z Ki+,(k), for i > 1, where the K-theory is that of 
Quillen, and (1) 
xi(Sp(k,)) z _ , Li+ ,(k), for i > 0, and provided that Char(k) # 2, 
where _, L is one of Karoubi’s &-theories [8]. (2) 
The isomorphism (1) is based on a result of Gersten [3]; it is proved in [7]. 
It is also the case that, if G is a connected algebraic group over k, then the 
G-analogue KY+,(k) of the Karoubi-Villamayor K-group Kf, ,(k) coincides 
up to isomorphism with n,(G(k*)) for all i > 0, where explicitly, in Gersten’s 
notation [3], KF+ ,(k) is defined by KY+,(k) = f?_,(G(E*k)). The proof 
depends only on the left exactness of the functor G and on the fact that the 
simplicial A-algebras A [t]* and A, are homotopy equivalent in the category 
of simplicial A-algebras, for every k-algebra A (possibly without unit). 
Finally, more may be said [7] about the fundamental group rr,(Gs) of a 
Chevalley group G, over k of universal type. In fact, there are isomorphisms 
zi(G,) ” H,(G,; Z> 
for all such groups G, over all algebraically closed fields k, where E denotes 
the integers. 
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1. SHEAVES AND TORSEURS 
We shall work in the Dernazure-Gabriel version [2] of the category M;E 
of fpqc-sheaves over an algebraically closed field k. This is a full 
subcategory of the category M,E of functors from k-algebras to sets, M,E 
contains the k-scheme category Sch,. Recall that, in this setting, the affine 
scheme Spec,(A) is the representable functor M&4, J. 
Let G be a sheaf of groups over k and take S in M;E. Recall that a right 
G-torseur over S consists of 
(i) a map p: X -+ S in M,E, and 
(ii) a right G-action m: X x G +X on X, 
such that p(xg) = p(x) for all x in X(A), g in G(A), and all A in M,, and 
such that there is a sheaf epi T-+ S for which the pulback T xs X+ T is 
equivariantly isomorphic to the projection pr, : T x G -+ T. Recall further 
that any G-torseur which is equivariantly isomorphic to the torseur 
prs : S x G + S is said to be trivial, and that a G-torseur p: X -+ S is trivial if 
and only if p has a section. The class of isomorphism classes of G-torseurs 
over S is denoted by #‘(S; G). The class of trivial torseurs provides 
A’(S; G) with a base point. Every surjective homomorphism z: G + G’ of 
algebraic groups over k is a K-torseur over G’, where K is the group-scheme 
kernel of rc. I?‘(S; G) is a contravariant functor on sheaves S, and is a 
covariant functor on sheaves of groups G. The map f *: I?‘(S; G) -+ 
fi’(T, G), which is induced by f: T+ S in M;E, is defined by pullback. It is 
harder to define the map 7c* : @‘(S; G) -+ E?‘(S; H) which is induced by a 
morphism 71: G+ H of sheaves of groups over k; see [2, p. 3681. 
A key point [2, p. 36 1 ] is 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let p: X + S be a G-torseur over S, and let g: T + S 
be a k-sheaf morphism. Then g lifts to X if and only if the G-torseur 
T xs X + T, which is induced by pullback over g, is trivial. 
Now consider an exact sequence 
e---+K-fG--%H+e (1) 
of sheaves of groups over k. If G and H are algebraic groups, then exactness 
of (1) means precisely that rt is surjective (on rational points) and that K is 
the group-scheme kernel of 7~. For S in M;E and G a sheaf of groups over k, 
define B”(S; G) = M,E(S, G). Then it is well known that fil(S; J is the 
first right derived functor of H’(S; -) in the sense that we have 
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PROPOSITION 1.2. For any S in M;E and any exact sequence (1) as 
above, there is a &term sequence of pointed sets 
* + #O(S; K) -h I?“($ G) = I?‘($ II) 
which is exact in the sense that kernel = image everywhere. The coboundary 
6 is dejined by pullback. 
The following result may be inferred from the vanishing of the Picard 
group -of A;, and from the fact that any torus T is a finite product of copies 
of the multiplicative group Pk (see [2, p. 3711). 
PROPOSITION 1.3. I?‘(Ar; T) is trivial for any torus T and all m > 1. 
A basic fact about the additive group ak is 
PROPOSITION 1.4 [2, p. 3831. If X is an aflne k-scheme, then 
I?‘(X; aJ = *. 
This may be used to show the following results: 
PROPOSITION 1.5. Let U be a connected unipotent algebaic group over k 
and suppose that X is an affine k-scheme. Then H’(X; U) = *. 
PROPOSITION 1.6. The underlying k-scheme of a connected unipotent 
algebraic group U over k is isomorphic to Ai, where n is the dimension of U. 
A consequence of Proposition 1.5 is that, if G is a connected algebraic 
group and R,(G) is its unipotent radical, then the canonical homomorphism 
G -+ G/R,,(G) is a fibration of algebraic groups. Proposition 1.6 implies that 
the homotopy groups x,(U) = r,(U(k,)) are trivial for all i > 0, if U is a 
connected unipotent algebraic group. In effect, Ai z k.+ x ... x k, (n 
copies) as a simplicial set, and k* is an acyclic simplicial ring [6, 71. 
2. DBVISSAGE 
Let G be a connected algebraic group over k, with solvable radical R(G). 
The first task will be to show that the canonical homomorphism 
G + G/R(G) is a tibration. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let S be a connected solvable algebraic group over k. 
Then fi’(Ar; S) = *for all m > 1. 
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ProoJ: Let U(k) be the set of unipotent elements of S(k) and let T be a 
maximal torus of S. Then U(k) is a closed connected normal subgroup of 
S(k), and there is a split exact sequence of algebraic groups of the form 
e+U+S-+T+e. 
But fi’(A;; U) = * by Proposition 1.5 and fl’(A:; T) = * by Proposi- 
tion 1.3. An application of the exact sequence of Proposition 1.2 finishes the 
proof. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let G be a connected algebraic group with solvable 
radical R(G). Then the canonical map G + G/R(G) is a Fbration. 
Now let r be a finitely generated abelian group, and consider the functor 
D(T): M, -+ E, which is defined for A in M, by 
D(T)(A) = Ab(T, A *), 
where Ab denotes the category of abelian groups and A * is the group of 
units of the ring A. D(T) is an afftne group-scheme over k which is 
represented by the group algebra k[T] of r over k. Such an affine group- 
scheme D(T) over k is said to be multiplicative (see [2, p. 1441). Any 
subgroup-scheme of a torus is multiplicative; in fact, the multiplicative 
groups-schemes over k as defined above are precisely the subgroup-schemes 
of tori. It is important to note that nJD(r)) g D(P)(k) and n@(r)) = 0 for 
i > 0; in effect, D(T)(k,) is the discrete simplicial group on D(T)(k). 
THEOREM 2.3. Let r be aflnitely generated abelian group and let D(T) 
be its associated multiplicative group-scheme over k. Then, for all m 2 1, 
H’(AT; D(P)) = *. 
Proof. One may show that applying D to an exact sequence of abelian 
groups 
gives an exact sequence 
e - D(P) A D(Z’) P’, D(Z ‘) - e 
of group-schemes over k [2, p. 4731. Take m > 1 and consider the 6-term 
sequence 
* - g’(Ar; D(T)) + g’(A;; D(Z’)) --% ti’(A;; D(E’)) 
L I?‘(A;; D(T)) - +(A;; D(hS)) - E?‘(A,“; D(H’)) 
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of Proposition 1.2. D(Z’) is a torus of rank s, so that fii(AT; D(Z’)) = * by 
Proposition 1.3. On the other hand, there is a commutative diagram 
RO(A ;; II( i’ P(A ;; D(zr)) 
I 
z 
I)(h’)&, ,..., &,I W’)(k[x, >...3 xml> 




where j denotes the inclusion of k in k[x, ,..., x,]. But the vertical maps j, 
are isomorphisms since k* = k[x, ,..., x, ] *, and i*(k) is surjective because 
i* is faithfully flat. The theorem follows. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2.4. Any surjective algebraic group homomorphism with 
multiplicative group-scheme kernel is a fibration. 
The argument of Theorem 2.3 breaks down if the field k is not assumed to be 
algebraically closed. If A”, is affine m-space over the rational numbers Q and 
O&Z/212) is the group-scheme over Q corresponding to 0(2/22) above, 
then one may show that there is an isomorphism G’(A”,;D,(Z/22)) Z 
Q*/(0!*)*, and this for all m > 0. 
We need some more notation at this point. Let X: M, + E be a functor. 
Take A in M, and let M, be the category of A-algebras. Then a functor 
X, : M, + E is defined at B in M, by X,(B) = X(B), since B is a k-algebra 
as well. If Y is another element of M,E, then a functor hom(X, Y): M, + E is 
defined at A in M, by hom(X, Y)(A) = M,E(X,, Y,). hom(X, Y) is the 
canonical function complex for M,E in that there is a natural isomorphism 
M,E(X x S, Y) = M,E(S, hom(X, Y)), 
which is natural in X, Y, and S. The functors End(X) and Aut(X) which are 
associated to X in M,E have corresponding definitions (see [2, p. 1601). 
Now suppose that T is a maximal torus of a semi-simple algebraic group 
G, and identify these algebraic groups with their associated group-valued 
functors on M,. T acts on G by conjugation, and the above natural 
isomorphism associates to this action a natural transformation 
p: T-+ Aut(G), which is defined, for t in T(A), g in G(B), and B in M,, by 
pA(t)B( g) = t, gt; I. Here, following [2], t, denotes the image in T(B) of t 
under the map T(A) -+ T(B) which is induced by the structure map of the A- 
algebra B. A functor GT: M, + E is defined at A in M, by 
GT(A)={xinG(A)ltx,t-‘=x,forallBofM, 
and fin T(B)}. 
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CT is a subgroup-scheme of G [2, p. 16.51. Its group CT(k) of k-rational 
points can be identified with the centralizer C,,,,(T(k)) of T(k) in G(k). But 
T(k) = ~,(k)(W) since G is reductive [5, p. 1591. Moreover, Gr is smooth 
over k, hence reduced, by the “smoothness of centralizers theorem” of 12, 
p. 2401. It follows that the subgroup-schemes CT and T of G coincide. This 
is the essential point in the proof of the following theorem: 
THEOREM 2.5. Let G, ,..., G, be the finite collection of minimal closed 
connected normal subgroups of a semi-simple algebraic group G. Then the 
algebraic group homomorphism m: G, x . . - x G, + G, which is defined by 
(s , ,-.., sr) H s, . ... . srr is aflbration. 
Proof: That m is a homomorphism of algebraic groups comes from the 
fact that the subgroups G,(k) of G(k) centralize each other [S, p. 1671. It 
follows that the subgroups G,(A) of G(A) centralize each other, and hence 
that the group K(A) of A-points of the group-scheme kernel K of m is central 
in (G, x ... x G,.)(A), for all A in M,. Let T be a maximal torus of the semi- 
simple algebraic group G, x ... x G,. Then K(A) is centralized by T(A) for 
every A in M,, hence K is a closed subgroup-scheme of T by the above 
remarks. Thus, K is multiplicative and the theorem is proved by applying 
Corollary 2.4. Q.E.D. 
Since the kernel K in the proof of Theorem 2.5 is multiplicative and K(k) 
is finite [5, p. 1671, it follows that K has the form D(T), where r is a finite 
abelian group. Write 
f=I- if Char(k) = 0, and 
= r/r(p) if Char(k) = p, 
where rep) denotes the p-primary part of r. Then D(T)(k) = f, so that the 
remark preceding Theorem 2.3 together with the long exact sequence for a 
Iibration gives 
COROLLARY 2.6. If G, G, ,..., G, are as in Theorem 2.5, then there is a 
short exact sequence of abelian groups 
and isomorphisms CL=, nj(Gi) g nj(G) which are induced by m for all j > 1, 
where the sums are direct. 
If the characteristic of the underlying algebraically closed field k is 0, then 
every surjective homomorphism of algebraic groups over k is smooth, and 
hence has reduced group-scheme kernel. This is what allows us to prove 
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THEOREM 2.7. Suppose that Char(k) = 0. Then every subjective 
homomorphism f: G + H of algebraic groups over k is a Jibration. 
Proof. Let K be the group-scheme kernel of J As noted above, K is 
reduced and normal in G. Moreover, H can be identified with the quotient 
G/K as a sheaf of groups over k. Assume for the present that the theorem 
has been proven in the case where both G and K are connected. Now 
suppose only that G is connected, and consider the diagram 
G 
G/K’ 1 
\ II’ I 
G/K 
(1) 
in which the morphisms are canonical projections and hence surjective. The 
kernel of XI is K/K’, where K” denotes the connected component of the 
identity in K. K/K0 is a closed normal finite subgroup of G/K’. The connec- 
tedness of G/K0 implies that K/K0 is central in G/K’, hence is abelian. 
Every finite abelian algebraic group over k is multiplicative since 
Char(k) = 0 [2, p. 5 171, so that x’ is a fibration by Corollary 2.4. It follows 
from the assumption that 7c is a fibration as well. 
For the case in which G and K are arbitrary, recall that the canonical map 
71: G -+ G/K is a finite union of copies of a surjective homomorphism 
Go . K -+ (Go . K)/K, and that there is an isomorphism 
4: (Go . K)/KA G”/(Go C-I K) 
of sheaves of groups over k such that the following diagram commutes: 




GO - G”/(Go n K). 
By a translation argument, we may assume that any morphism Ai + G/K 
factors through (Go . K)/K and hence lifts to Go c Go . KC G, whence 
z: G + G/K is a fibration. 
It remains to prove the theorem in the case where G and K are connected. 
Observe, first of all, that, if R(G) is the solvable radical of G. then there is an 
isomorphism of algebraic groups 
(GIWI(~(WK n R(G))) g (GIR(G))/W/W n R(G))). 
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These two quotients may be identified with a connected algebraic group H in 
such a way that there is a commutative diagram 
KnR(G) c K ---+K/FnR(G)) z G, x .e. x G, 
n n I j I 
R(G) c G p’ G/R(G) L G,x-e.xG, 
4 
R(G)/(K n R(G)) i G/K - H rn” - Gr+, x ... x G,. 
Here, G, ,..., G, are the simple normal algebraic subgroups of the semi-simple 
algebraic group G/R(G), and Gi,..., G, are those simple normal algebraic 
subgroups which are contained in the closed connected normal subgroup 
K/(K n R(G)) of G/R(G). p r is the projection map; it splits, so it is a 
tibration. The maps m and m’ are surjective with finite central kernel [5, 
p. 1671, so that m” is as well. It follows from Corollary 2.4 that m” is a 
fibration. p’ is a fibration by Proposition 2.1. K n R(G) is a solvable 
algebraic group, so that an argument similar to that which was used for 
diagram (1) together with Proposition 2.1 shows that p is a libration. To put 
it another way, we have seen that the homomorphism pr, m”, p’, and p are 
surjective on the level of k[xr,..., x,]-points for all n > 1. A diagram chase 
using the exactness of the sequences in sight now shows that n shares this 
property. Q.E.D. 
Theorem 2.7 does not hold if the characteristic of the underlying field k is 
non-zero. The homomorphism Fp : ak -+ ak, which is defined over k of 
characteristic p by F,(x) = xp for x in a,(A) =A, A in M,, is not even 
surjective on the level of k[x,]-points, since x, has no pth root in k[x, J. 
3. CHEVALLEY GROUPS 
In previous sections, we have seen that the problem of computing r!(G) 
for a connected algebraic group G over k algebraically closed of arbitrary 
characteristic can be effectively reduced to the case where G is a simple 
algebraic group. All simple algebraic groups may be constructed from 
representations of simple Lie algebras over the complex numbers C, in a 
systematic way which is due to Chevalley [l] and Steinberg [ 111. There is a 
nice class of naturally occurring surjective homomorphisms between 
Chevalley groups of a fixed type, which are called covering homomorphisms. 
The purpose of this section is to show that these covering homomorphisms 
are fibrations. Among other things, this will allow us to compute rc, of a 
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Chevalley group in terms of its “geometric fundamental group” and rri of the 
Chevalley group which is universal of the same type. 
This section begins with a quick review of notation. Details may be found 
in [4] and especially in the notes of Steinberg [ 111. 
The data for a Chevalley group consists of the following: 
(1) a simple Lie algebra L over C, together with a choice of maximal 
toral subalgebra H, 
(2) the root system @ of L relative to H, with a choice of a set of 
simple roots A = {aI ,..., a,} of @, where the rank of @ is r = dim,(H), 
(3) a Chevalley basis B = (hi, i = l,..., r; xar a in @) for L (see [4, 
p. 146; 11 I), 
(4) a faithful representation p: L + g/(V), and 
(5) an admissible lattice M for p. 
The subgroup G,(k) of GI(M Oz k) which is generated by all of the x,(t), a 
in @, t in k, where x,(t) is the specialization of exp(T. p(x,)) in 
G1(M Oz Z[ T]) to G1(M Oz k) at t, is what is known as a Chevalley group 
over k relative to the above data. 
G,(k) is the group of rational points of an algebraic group G, which is 
defined over the prime subfield of k. Within G,,(k), one has the following 
subgroups: 
(1) U(k), which is generated by the x,(t), t in k, where a is positive, 
(2) U-(k), generated by the x,(t), t in k, where a is negative, 
(3) N(k), generated by the w,(t), where w,(t) =x,(t) x-,(-t-‘) x,(t), 
for t in k*, a in @, and 
(4) H(k), which is generated by the h,(t), where h,(t) = w,(t) w,(-1), 
for t in k* and a in @. 
The groups U(k), U-(k), and H(k) are groups of k-rational points of 
algebraic groups U, U-, and H, respectively. H is a maximal torus of G,, 
and U and U- are maximal unipotent algebraic subgroups of G, which are 
normalized by H. B = U . H and B- = U- . H are Bore1 subgroups of G,. 
Also, N(k) is the normalizer of H(k) in G,(k), and an isomorphism from the 
Weyl group W of @ to the quotient N(k)/H(k) is defined on a simple 
reflection cr, of W by ua F-+ w,(l). 
The weight lattice I-, of p can be identified with the character group X(H) 
of H. G, is said to be universal of type @ if r,, is the entire abstract weight 
lattice r, . If 7c is another faithful representation of L, and r, contains r,, 
then there is a unique homomorphism 1p,n: G, + G,, which is surjective on 
rational points, such that l,,Jxa(t)) =x,(t). A,,, is called a covering map. 
One sees that every G, has a covering by a Chevalley group of universal 
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type, which is unique up to isomorphism and will be denoted by G,. The 
geometric fundamental group l7(G,) is G, is defined to be the quotient 
T,/T,. n(G,) is a finite abelian group. 
Suppose that p and rr are representations of L with r, contained in r,. We 
are now in a position to show that the resulting covering map II,,,: G, + G, 
is a libration of algebraic groups. We have the subgroups U(k), U-(k), H(k), 
N(k), and B(k) of G,(k). The corresponding subgroups of G,(k) are denoted 
by U,(k), U;(k), H,(k), N,(k), and B,(k). 
LEMMA 3.1. l$(U;(k) . B,(k)) = U-(k) . B(k) in G,(k). 
Proof. We use the Bruhat decomposition. Explicitly, 
G,(k) = u B(k) wB(k), 
WEW 
with B(k) w,B(k) = B(k) w,B(k) if and only if w, = w2 in W. Observe that 
A p,n preserves all of the subgroups mentioned above, and induces an 
isomorphism N(k)/H(k) + N,(k)/H,(k) which commutes with the respective 
isomorphisms with W, so that Ap,= preserves the Bruhat decomposition as 
well. Now choose w,, in W such that w,,(a) < 0 if a > 0 in @. Using 
w0 . G(k) = G(k) and w,, . W = W, we see that 
G,(k) = u U-(k) Wk), 
WEW 
with U-(k) w,B(k) = U-(k) w,B(k) f i an only if w1 = w2 in W, and that d 
A,,, preserves this decomposition. Thus, if x is an element of U-(k) wB(k) 
and A,,,(x) lies in U;(k)B,(k), then w  is the identity of W and x lies in 
U-(k) B(k). Q.E.D. 
U-B = U-HU is the big cell of G,. It is an affme open subvariety of G,, 
and the multiplication map m: U- x H X U+ U-HU is an isomorphism of 
k-schemes. It follows from Lemma 3.1 that the commutative square 
U-xHxU -!f--+ G P 
I I 
A P.” 
U,xH,xU, -5 G,, 
in which the map on the left is induced by the restriction of A,,, to each 
factor, is a pullback of schemes over k. 
For the structure of U (respectively U,), choose an ordering of the positive 
roots of @ which is consistent with addition of roots, and suppose that n is 
the number of such roots. Then the map A; -+ U which is defined by 
(t 1)...) t,) I-+ x&J . . . . . xa,(t,), where the ai the arranged in the stated 
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order, is an isomorphism of k-schemes [ 11, p. 631. A similar statement holds 
for U- (respectively U;). It follows that the maps A,,, IUm and I,,, IU are 
isomorphisms of group-schemes over k. 
THEOREM 3.2. I,,, is a fibration of algebraic groups over k, with group- 
scheme kernel K,,, given at A in M, by Kp,,(A) = Ab(T,/I’,, A*). 
ProoJ: From the discussion above, we see that Kp,,(A) is contained in 
H(A) for every A in M,, and hence that K,+, is a closed subgroup-scheme of 
H. But then K,,, is multiplicative, and so A,,, is a libration by Corollary 2.4. 
Steinberg shows [ 11, p. 431 that every h in H(k) can be written 
h = h+) . . . . . h,,(tJ, where A = {a, ,..., a,,}. It is an exercise to show that, 
for p in I-,, the assignment 
j@Jt,) . . . . . h,,(t,)) = tychul) . . . . . tfh”“), 
where the hei are the co-roots corresponding to the ai in the maximal toral 
subalgebra of L, defines a character fi in X(H), and an isomorphism 
qP : r, + X(H). It follows that the diagram 
r, 2 X(H,) 
n I 
A’ 0.x 
commutes. But then 1,,,I,,(A): H(A) + H,(A) is the map Ab(T,, A*) -t 
Ab(T,, A *) for every A of M,, whence the theorem. Q.E.D. 
Let n(G,) = r,/r, be the geometric fundamental group as before and 
define 
2(Gp) = Wp) if Char(k) = 0, and 
= 17(G,)/lZ(G,)‘P’ if Char(k) = p, 
where n(G,Jcp) is the p-primary component of the finite group n(G,). Then 
we have 
COROLLARY 3.3. The universal covering map ,I: G, -+ G, is a Jibration. 
COROLLARY 3.4. il induces isomorphisms xi(G,) z n,(G,) for i > 2, and 
there is a short exact sequence of abelian groups 
0 - QG,) * IC~(G,)-~~(G,) - 0. 
48 I /89/2-B 
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Proof of 3.4. fi(G,) is the group of rational points of the group-scheme 
kernel of A, and xo(G,) = * since G,(k) is generated by unipotent elements 
171. Q.E.D. 
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